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Introduction

Radio hobbyists –

Ham radio operators, 
shortwave listeners, 
broadcast DXers, and 
other enthusiasts are 
usually quite aware of the 
growing radio noise issues 
we face…

But most people are unaware 
of this “noise pollution”
problem.



Observations

Broadcasters receive many complaints from 
listeners, staff, or management regarding 
reception problems…

Did you try moving the antenna?



Observations

An increasing number of listeners 
report deteriorating reception:

Over the last 5 years, WPR 
Audience Services “Listener Logs”
showed a 40% increase in 
complaints related to reception.

“I used to get good reception, but 

not anymore…”

Did they reduce their power?

I just can’t tune them in!



Observations

Awareness of the ambient noise problem seems limited among broadcasters.  

Some recognize that AM radio is susceptible to noise interference (an issue raised 
in the recent “AM Improvement” movement), but most seem unaware of the 
impact of environmental noise on FM, TV, and other services.







In June 2016 a working group of the TAC was formed to study radio noise!



In December 2016, a report was presented by the TAC!





After summarizing the comments of the respondents!



TAC Recommendations – Next Meeting will be June 2017



A presentation to the FCC Chairman was made by the 
professional group for consulting engineers…



Among the many good points made, this really struck me – 1993!



My Observations

On AM radios, noise interference is easily heard as pops, clicks, buzzes, and hiss.  

Analog TV allowed the viewer to see “snow”, wavy lines in the picture, and other 
picture defects which provided clues to the nature of the interference.

On the other hand…

FM receivers tend to mask the sound of interference – the listener often just has 
an inability to get a clear reproduction of the desired station. The signal is 
perceived as “weak”.

Digital TV has the “cliff effect” – reception is perfect as long as the signal-to-noise 
ratio is above a threshold, then you “fall off the cliff” and lose reception. This 
all-or-nothing experience hides the interference from the viewer.  



The problem as I see it…

Growing levels of radio noise are hurting otherwise-receivable AM, 
FM, and TV signals, driving listeners and viewers to competitors.

Awareness of the problem needs to be raised.

Devices are being made and sold without adequate concern for their 
incidental noise radiation, raising interference levels indoors.

Outdoor systems that are not meant to radiate (power lines, cable TV 
systems, traffic control equipment, etc) are not properly designed and 
maintained.

Regulatory agencies have lost control of the situation.



FM Field Measurements

Not absolute measurements – instead a comparison 
of outdoor to indoor FM reception conditions.  

These results would apply to TV reception as well.

Study locations

Suburban houses

Urban apartments

Urban offices



FM Field Measurements

Portable spectrum analyzer with 

home-made loop antenna.



FM Field Measurements
Balun-fed loop antenna 

1/4–wavelength in circumference



Field Tests

Suburban homes

Fitchburg, Wisconsin



Outside Suburban Home



Inside Suburban Home



Field Tests

Urban Apartments

Quisling Apartments - Madison, Wisconsin.



Outside Apartment Building



Inside Apartment



Field Tests

Urban Offices

UW Vilas Hall - Madison, Wisconsin



Outside Office Building



Inside Office Building



Summary of Results 
The increase in noise from outdoor to indoor was dramatic in 

all cases, sometimes as much as 20 to 30 dB. 

Why is this happening?

I contacted several engineers involved in the manufacturer of consumer 
electronics.  They confirm that devices are often being made 
without adequate concern for their incidental RF radiation.

Anecdotal reports:  prototypes are RFI tested, but actual 
products are built cheaper and not to tested specs.

Switching power supplies from third-parties not tested
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Educational Resources
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Educational Resources



Typical Noise Sources
Indoors

Switching power supplies

Consumer electronics

Lighting systems

Outdoors

Power lines

Cable TV systems

DSL services

Traffic lights and other roadway systems



Examples of Noise Sources
RCA (Thomson) model DRC200N  DVD/CD player

Plugged the player into switched outlet strip so owner can completely turn it off.



Examples of Noise Sources

Jishisheng Wanji “Electric Appliance” Model SP80 

Battery charger for 

electric scooter

Replaced with a linear (non-switching) power supply



Examples of Noise Sources
Voltek (Volgen) model EXU-15010 

Office equipment power supply

Added bypass capacitors to AC input and DC outputs.



Examples of Noise Sources
Viewsonic Model LSE9901B1250 Power supply for monitor



Examples of Noise Sources
Motorola model DCH4-050MV-0301 Cellphone charger



Examples of Noise Sources
No-Name USB device charger



Examples of Noise Sources
Delta Electronics  WiFi router power supply

Replaced with a linear (non-switching) power supply



Examples of Noise Sources
Lite-On Technology model PA-1650-01  Toshiba notebook PC 

power supply  (Toshiba p/n PA3396U-1ACA)

Replaced with a linear (non-switching) power supply



Examples of Noise Sources
Broksonic Corporation  model CTGV-5463TCT   Television set

“Broke-sonic” - a perfect name for this noisy product!



Examples of Noise Sources

Microwave Oven

Listener switched to a different make/model to restore reception  



Examples of Noise Sources
Lumatek LK1000 lighting ballast

Used by “indoor gardening” enthusiasts.  



Examples of Noise Sources

Failed power line connector

Power companies often only fix dramatic situations like this.  



The problem as I see it…

Growing levels of radio noise are hurting otherwise-receivable AM, 
FM, and TV signals, driving listeners and viewers to competitors.

Awareness of the problem needs to be improved.

Devices are being made and sold without adequate concern for their 
incidental noise radiation, raising interference levels indoors.

Outdoor systems that are not meant to radiate (power lines, cable TV 
systems, traffic control equipment, etc) are not being properly 
designed and maintained.

Regulatory agencies have lost control of the situation.



Questions?  

Your observations?

Thank you…

Steve Johnston

sbjohnston73@gmail.com


